


ROOM 9 • Matthieu Mingasson 

Group Director of Product, Code and Theory 

Democratizing Banking Through Inclusive Design Thinking 
Technology continues to have the power to bypass physical and gee-political borders and barriers, but not 

everyone stands equal in front of the new generation of consumer banking technologies and services. As 

cultural, identity. age, social, or educational barriers remain ingrained in our developed societies, how can 

Fintech industry players both large and small create consumer experiences and services that 

actually remove these invisible frontiers to truly democratize access to banking through technology? In 

this breakout room, we'll discuss the framework and methodologies to create inclusive experiences. using 

u,er re,earch 11ppro11che,, de1ign thinking toolkit,. 11nd product strategies that shape products for 

diversified beckgrounds 11nd mental model, 

ROOM 10 • Michael Dooijes 

Managing Partner, Future Street Advisory & Investments; Startup Liason, Consulate 

General of the Netherlands in SF 

Fintech: Challenges, Opportunities and Considerations 
With the unbundling of the banks we will look at the Impact of new and innovative data driven services in 

fintech 

ROOM 11 • Michael Sonnenshein 

Managing Director, Grayscale Investments 

ROOM 12 • Peter Dietrich 

Head of Sales Indexes, Morningstar 

Investing You in 3D 
A Brief Perspective How Investing in the Future Will Change. And it's Really Cool. 

ROOM 13 • Priyanka Lilaramani 

Founder & CEO, Truealpha 

How will Data and Digital Transform the VC Ecosystem? Or will it? 
Data science and digitalization-led innovation is disrupting several traditional industries. During this 

session, we look at the different ways that data and digitalization are impacting the VC ecosystem, the 

resistance they face and explore how innovation can help bring positive transformation. 

ROOM 14 • Rebecca Garner 

Product Manager, Stash 

Disruption Through Access 
Today's consumer facing fintech is bringing down treditionel barriers of financial education and tools, with 

wide access to resources th11t fringe pop culture. Now 11n entire industry ellows for simple experiences thet 

eneble 11n entirely new generetion or fintech user,, disrupting ercheic fin11nciel incumbent,. Whet are the 

implicetion1 11nd chenge, thet come with thi1 11cce11. 11nd wh11t ere the responsibilitie, th11t come with it? 

ROOM 15 • Sean Judge 

Principal, Highland Capital Partners 

Institutionalization of Bitcoin 
The first decade of bitcoin was a retail phenomenon. We are seeing increased interest from some of the 

largest financial institutions in the world over the last few years. What has changed? 

ROOM 16 • Steve Faktor 

CEO, Idea Faktory 

Facing Revolution? Was GameStop A Warning Shot To 

All Financial Services Companies? 
Futurist author and founder of ldeaFaktory Steve Faktor will discuss 10 drivers of the recent Reddit/ 

RobinHood/GameStop/AMC uprising against hedge fund short-sellers. ls it a harbinger of things to come 

for all of Fintech and financial services incumbents? We'll separate signal from noise, as we explore what 

h11ppens next 11nd di1cu,1 no-BS mitigation strategies. And of course, answer the question, 'Is a revolution 

coming? 

ROOM 17 • Steven Wasick 

President, infoSentience 

Automated Financial Content 
Financial datasets are large. complex, and constantly changing- all aspects that make it challenging for 

human analysts to report on the information they contain. We can now train computers to report on 

financial data. creating valuable content that would otherwise be too expensive or impractical to produce 

This talk will focus on how automated content works and how it can be applied within the financial sector 

ROOM 18 • Richard Berner 

Clinical Professor of Management Practice in the Department of Finance, and, 

with Professor Robert Engle, is Co-Director of the Stern Volatility and Risk Institute, 

NYU Stern School of Business 

Should Fintech be regulated? If so, how?
There is a lot of debate about whether and how to regulate fintech forms and activities. We'll discuss 

where regulation might be needed and its benefits and costs 




